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This collection of extraordinary, haunting photographs is not only
visually mesmerizing but also carries an important message. It acts
as a sombre reminder that our incredibly successful species, Homo
sapiens, is not immune to the forces of nature and may one day
become extinct like thousands of other animals that were, in their
day, also highly successful species. There are some people who seem
to think that, unlike other animals, human beings are somehow
protected from the laws of nature, but they are wrong. I have said
elsewhere that we should see ourselves as risen apes and not as fallen
angels. We should accept that we are just as vulnerable as any other
species if our environment can no longer support us.
This is the crucially important lesson that is driven home, again and
again, as you turn the pages of this book. The premise of Henk van
Rensbergen’s No Man’s Land is that some catastrophic event has wiped
humanity from the face of the Earth. What we see now are the tattered
ruins of our civilizations, slowly decaying before our eyes, as other
species, that have not been affected by the global disaster, wander
through them in lonely isolation. It is a chilling re-run of the end of the
dinosaurs. They too ruled the planet, but then some disaster struck
them down, leaving the Earth to the other, less impressive species,
from which our own ancestors eventually, and very slowly, emerged to
replace them as the dominant force. In No Man’s Land, we are the new
dinosaurs. Somewhere our bones will lie, mouldering in the soil, with
some of them eventually becoming fossilized as a distant reminder
that, one day long ago, we were here. Before this imagined global wipeout occurred, there is no question that we were the most successful
animal species that had ever existed on this planet. There were 7,500
million of us swarming all over the land surface. There were vast cities
everywhere, inside which the inhabitants felt snugly protected from

the dangers of the wild. Surrounded by concrete and steel, they felt
detached from the natural world and increasingly chose to ignore
its rumbling warnings. Human ingenuity always seemed to be able
to find a clever solution to every new challenge that came along.
But there were three threats that we seemed helpless to combat.
First, we failed to slow down the dramatic increase in our populations.
Two thousand years ago, in the time of Christ, there were only 255
million people alive on the planet. Yet, despite wars, epidemics and
famine, that figure started to climb year by year and never showed
a downward trend at any time. In my own lifetime I have seen the
population rise from 2,000 million to 7,500 million. I find it hard to
believe that since I was born the number of people walking the Earth
has increased by over 5,000 million, but that is the plain fact.
So our first major threat is an unnatural degree of overcrowding.
No other species could tolerate this condition. We know from careful
experiments that, when another species has its population density
artificially increased, its social organization quickly collapses and
chaos rules. Somehow our human inventiveness and ingenuity, not to
mention our remarkable flexibility, has managed to allow us to exist
in vast, crowded populations that are in stark contrast to the small
tribes in which we evolved over a period of a million years or more.
We have achieved this, not by becoming like ants or termites, with
a new form of social organization, but rather by contriving to retain
our small tribal relationships within our huge urban communities.
We still have the primeval figure of about 100 or 200 friends and
acquaintances, and treat the rest of the city dwellers that we pass
on the street as strangers with whom we make no attempt to set up
any kind of personal connection. If we stopped everyone we met in
a busy city centre, introduced ourselves and tried to make friends,
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Another great threat, caused by the growth of our populations, is
that we will pollute the planet to a point where its ecosystems cannot
recover. There are already signs that this is beginning to happen and
it is heartening to know that world leaders are becoming increasingly
aware of this problem and are doing their best to combat it. However,
if we are overwhelmed by the tide of filth that we are spewing onto the
surface of the Earth and into its oceans, then this too could herald
the end of humanity. If, by applying our amazing ingenuity to these
two major threats of epidemic and pollution, we managed to defeat
them, there is still one final way in which we could see ourselves
exterminated as a species. As part of modern warfare we have brazenly
invented chemical, biological and nuclear weapons, each of which
could destroy us if we allowed them to run riot. A major nuclear war
could easily see a radioactive cloud spreading across the entire surface
of the planet. This would mean that wherever there was rainfall,
human populations would be destroyed. Only a few desert nomads
would survive in the driest parts of the world.

our societies would quickly grind to a halt. There were no strangers
in our primeval tribes, but today we have come to accept strangers
as a commonplace factor in our daily social lives. This has been the
clever solution that we have applied all over the planet to what would
otherwise have become an urban nightmare. It has enabled us to
live in communities that far exceed the natural condition that we
experienced in our evolutionary past. However, there is a limit to just
how far we can take this manipulation of our overpopulation. There is
a growing risk that we may become overcrowded to such a degree that
we become overstressed to a point where our immune systems can no
longer protect us efficiently. When we reach that stage we will face the
second great threat to our species.
This second challenge concerns our health. Our overcrowding makes
us vulnerable to pandemics in two ways. First, our stressed condition
will make us more vulnerable to infection and, second, it will make
it much easier to catch a new disease because of our close physical
proximity to other city dwellers. Medical science is constantly doing
battle with the bacteria and viruses that cause most of our serious
ailments. Great advances have been made and some of the worst
micro-organisms have been defeated, but viruses have a nasty habit
of mutating and fighting back by rapidly changing their properties.
Imagine what would happen if one particular strain of virus managed
to become both lethal and also so easily transmitted that an infected
human being could kill another simply by breathing on them. Before
medical research could defeat this virus it would have killed all the
medical research workers along with everyone else. This is one way
that we could see the end of the human species.

So there we have the three ways in which our species could disappear
suddenly from the surface of the Earth – epidemic, pollution or
radiation. These are not scenarios taken from science-fiction. Sadly,
they are all too real. What Henk van Rensbergen’s No Man’s Land tries
to imagine is what the planet might look like in a post-human world.
However, because, in his photographs, we see that other species have
somehow managed to survive, this rules out the possibility that our
destruction was caused by a radioactive cloud because that would have
taken the other species with us. It seems most likely that his No Man’s
Land has resulted from a pandemic, with a lethal virus specific to
Homo sapiens. Indeed, the virus was so species-specific that it did not
even affect our closest relatives, the chimpanzees and orang-utans,
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as we see these apes sitting forlornly in the ruins of our human world.
When looking at these remarkable photographs it is important to
remember that they represent a poetic vision and not an accurate
scientific record. They are intensely evocative, creating in us the eerie
feeling that we are wandering in a lost world – or at least, a world lost
to us – but they have deliberately omitted one important feature of the
planet following our destruction, namely the countless millions of
rotting human carcasses. These are nowhere to be seen, but it is clear
from the decayed state of the ruined buildings that the scenes we are
witnessing are set some time after the great annihilation. Perhaps all
those dead bodies have rotted away completely by now and vanished
from the Earth except for a few bleached bones here and there.
It is interesting to consider what would have happened immediately
after the great pandemic struck. There would have been an explosion
of insect life, feeding on our remains. All over the planet the air
would be full of a vast, black swarm of flying insects and this in turn
would have provided a feast for their major predators, the bats. Bat
colonies would not only have suddenly enjoyed a food supply beyond
anything they had ever known, they would also have discovered
millions of ruined buildings full of wonderful roosting sites where
they could hang their tiny claws. Before long, the air would be full of
another black swarm as the bat colonies multiplied as never before.
Down on the ground, scavenging rodents would also experience a
dramatic surge in numbers. The empty buildings would be alive with
scampering rats. And those most resilient of insects – the cockroaches
– would also enjoy a new level of infestation. These changes would in
turn provide rich pickings for many different kinds of predators. In the
absence of humanity, the wild world would flourish on a grand scale.

Eventually, when all our bones had been picked clean, these wild
populations would gradually move into a new phase and would level
out as a balanced post-human fauna. It would then be left to the great
apes – the species that we had nearly brought to the brink of extinction
– to start off along the slow path towards a new evolutionary stage of
development, eventually arriving perhaps at the condition we know as
Pierre Boulle’s Planet of the Apes.
As we let our imaginations follow these global transformations, we
must not forget one special category of animal life – the domestic
livestock. All over the world there are millions and millions of pet
animals and farm animals that, until we vanished, were relying
upon us to feed and house them. What would happen to them now?
Would they too vanish? How would they survive without us, when
they had relied so heavily on our daily caring for them? Some would
inevitably find themselves helplessly trapped inside their homes,
farm buildings or enclosures, and would simply starve to death.
Many others might be able to break free and wander the abandoned
landscapes searching for food. Herbivores, like the horses, cattle,
goats, sheep and pigs, would all find a plentiful supply of food in the
now-overgrown vegetation. They would flourish and gradually become
more and more wild, starting to revert towards their genetic ancestry.
The carnivores, especially the millions of pet cats and dogs, might also
do well because of the great increase of the rodent population. All the
different dog breeds would start interbreeding and would soon revert
to an animal much closer to their ancestral form – the wolf. Domestic
cats have never varied as much as domestic dogs and they would soon
lose their conspicuous coat-colours and revert to the camouflage
markings of their feline forebears.
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the magic of the moment. I would prefer to accept these astonishing
photographs at face value, without trying to analyse their technology.
Let us hope that, by encouraging us to contemplate the possibility
of the destruction of our species, the author of this book helps us to
become so aware of this disastrous possibility that we start to employ
our human ingenuity to avoid it.

Out in the countryside, the carefully disciplined and partitioned
farmlands would soon lose their geometric outlines and return to a
wild raggedness. Domesticated crops would find themselves in strong
competition with wild forms of vegetation. New grasslands would
appear and forests would start to spread once more. This in turn
would have a major impact on the weather, with an increasing annual
rainfall and with the landmass slowly developing a greater fertility.
The oceans, devoid of fishermen and with the eventual disappearance
of human pollutants, would witness a surge in marine life. It is a hard
truth for us to bear, but the fauna and flora of our planet would enjoy
a richly replenished condition following our demise.
The photographs in this book show us a time before this renaissance
of nature has taken place. The animals that wander the empty ruins
are rather sad and lonely, as if bemused by the sudden absence of their
old masters. It is as if they believe that we are still hiding round the
corner, waiting to reimpose ourselves. But, as I said, these amazing
photographic compositions are not scientific records; they offer
instead a powerful poetic vision portraying the unthinkable – the end
of humanity. Turning the pages of this book is a strangely humbling
procedure and is one that should make us all think a little harder
about the way in which our species must face the future.
Finally, there is the question of how on earth Henk van Rensbergen
managed to capture these scenes with his camera. Where did he find
those extraordinary derelict buildings and how did he persuade the
elephants, hyenas and the rest of the animals to occupy them? Or did
he perhaps employ some of the latest computer-generated trickery to
create these scenes? Personally, I do not want to know the answer to
these questions. If we know how a magician does his tricks, it destroys
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I am often asked whether, as a student of human behaviour, I am
optimistic or pessimistic about our future. When I was younger, being
forced to spend much of my childhood during World War II, I have
to admit that I was something of a pessimist. To my child’s brain it
seemed as though all that adult humans wanted to do was to kill one
another and in a school essay I described human beings as ‘monkeys
with diseased brains’. When peace came and I began to grow older,
I started to change my views. I became more and more impressed by
the ingenuity of the human brain. In my lifetime, for instance, I have
seen the invention of such things as television and the internet. No
Victorian scientist could possibly have imagined such wonders. In the
same way, it is impossible for us today to imagine what astonishing
inventions will be made in the century ahead. We can make wild
guesses – perhaps an antigravity machine that will float in the air and
carry us wherever we want to go, or some kind of fourth-dimensional
travel. But the truth is we really have no idea where our fertile
imaginations will take us next. So, instead of destroying ourselves
miserably and ending as a wretched pile of corpses, we might instead
move on to an entirely new plane of existence. Nobody knows, but
the possibilities are there. And it is these possibilities that make me
optimistic for the future. If I am wrong, then Henk van Rensbergen’s
No Man’s Land will cease to be merely a poetic vision and become
instead a terrible reality.
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